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mapping has emerged  
in the information age 
as a means to make the 
complex accessible, 
the hidden visible,the 
un-mappable mappable. 
_Peter Hall and Janet Abrams, Elsewhere Mapping_
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preface

The projects highlighted in this 

book are the product of a 5-week 

graduate research seminar taught at 

North Carolina State University’s 

College of Design over the summer 

of 2012 by Tania Allen, Assistant 

Professor in Art and Design, and 

Sara Queen, Assistant Professor 

in Architecture. The course, 

Connecting the Dots: Mapping as a 

Technique to Synthesize, Analyze, 

and Understand the Community and 

its Histories, was a collaborative 

effort between Tania, trained as a 

graphic designer, and Sara, trained 

as an architect, to facilitate 

cross-disciplinary design research 

through mapping methodologies and 

visualization strategies as means 

to study the complexities of space, 

place and culture.

The subject of this course’s 

research—5 distinct communities 

in Southwest Raleigh—contributed 

to the larger Uncovering Southwest 

Raleigh initiative, and aimed to 

understand the current and future 

forces affecting change within 

the study area. This initiative 

was also tasked with developing 

strategies that enabled the 

residents of Southwest Raleigh and 

the City to enhance and promote a 

healthy, creative and economically 

sustainable future for the district. 

This initiative was an ongoing 

collaboration between the City of 

Raleigh and NC State’s College of 

Design, Poole College of Management 

and the College of Humanities and 

Social Sciences.

Through this cross-disciplinary 

graduate level seminar at the 

College of Design at North Carolina 

State University, we explored and 

applied diverse community engagement 

and research methodologies borrowed 

from landscape architecture, 

architecture, graphic design, 

and the social sciences. Mapping 

techniques were used to introduce 

students to research methods as 

cumulative, analytical and formative 

investigations. Students began 

researching local neighborhoods 

through the traditional methods 

of historical archives and GIS 

based data to uncover patterns in 

the built and social environment. 

From these insights, students 

were prompted to investigate and 

derive measurements of cultural, 

economic, political, and ecological 

forces precipitating those 

patterns. After extensive data-

based research, students were then 

challenged to engage the community’s 

perception and understanding of 

those systems through the design 

and implementation of a culture 

probe. Pedagogically each method of 

information gathering was linked to 

different cartographic techniques 

which in turn generated a variety 

of geo-spatial, cognitive, and 

phenomenological visualizations 

of place. Through this course 

structure, we found an increased 

investment on the part of the 

students to uncover and understand 

the complexities of place. By 

challenging the definitions of place 

to include the “thick” descriptors 

of dynamic social, environmental, 

economic, and political forces 

acting on a physical landscape, the 

course offered a foundation from 

which to forge new processes for 

discovering design intervention 

opportunities—a necessary evolution 

for students, educators and 

practitioners alike.

preface
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If we identify ourselves as 

designers working in the public 

sphere and for the public interest, 

we must operate simultaneously 

as insiders and outsiders, as 

speculators and social scientists. 

Our research methods must expand to 

include a diversity of perspectives 

and a multiplicity of lenses to 

understand the intricate systems 

comprising place. In response, 

designers must look to methods 

outside of the current design 

toolbox to expand research 

approaches. We believe that mapping 

as an analytical, synthetic and 

formative process is a method 

essential in the translation of 

research and data into critical 

visualization and propositional tools.

In his introduction to Design 

Research, Peter Lunenfeld wrote, 

“Design Research regularly 

participates in the redefinition 

of the design process away from 

the stand-alone object and into 

the integrated system.” (Lunenfeld 

2003, 11) “At the very least, 

design research saves us from 

reinventing the wheel. At its best, 

a lively research methodology can 

reinvigorate the passion that so 

often fades after designers “join 

the profession.” (Laurel 2003, 12) 

Beyond applying to the transition 

from education to the profession, 

design research can inspire an 

increased ownership in the design 

process as well as be transformative 

to design practices for students, 

educators, and practitioners alike. 

By re-positioning research 

ideologies as fundamental to the 

design process, research can ensure 

investment on the part of designers, 

increase empathy, and illuminate 

the complex context surrounding 

design decisions. In fact, critical 

research methodologies are essential 

for designers to define and 

understand the scope of any given 

project in order to carve out the 

appropriate territory and response—

one that is, to use Herb Simon’s 

term, ‘satisficing.’

As visual, propositional and 

formative thinkers, we cannot simply 

pick up our research methodologies 

from the sciences and humanities. 

Acknowledging the unique position, 

process, and purpose that designers 

engage in necessitates a retooling 

of the ways in which we engage 

in research and make meaning of 

the data. In response to these 

challenges, it is no surprise that 

approaches to research within 

design are necessarily expanding 

to include mapping as a critical 

and analytical, synthetic and 

formative tool for understanding 

the multidimensional context of a 

project. Visual mapping strategies 

offer methods in understanding 

and translating community and 

identity-based attributes as key 

components of the contemporary 

site. This is particularly important 

for isolating and carving out new 

territories for design intervention 

and simultaneously understanding 

the larger scope of the problem and 

systems in place. 

With the rapidly expanding archive 

of place-based information and 

data, now is the time to expand our 

understanding of site to include 

a diversity of perspectives and a 

multiplicity of lenses. The idea and 

term site no longer belongs solely 

to the geo-spatial. Territories 

and geographies are physical, 

virtual, tangible and conceptual. 

They cross cultural boundaries, 

continuums of time and scale, and 

modes of communication. A site can 

exist in the mind or on the ground. 

Necessarily, how we intervene in 

that site demands first a definition 

of it, and secondly an expanded 

criticality of how design might 

augment or change it. 

sara	queen	/	tania	allenSyNTHeSIS. 
ANALySIS.
FORMATION.
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Thirty years ago, Fredric Jameson 

foresaw the potential for mapping 

to resolve “the incapacity of our 

minds, at least at present, to map 

the great global multinational and 

de-centered communicational network 

in which we find ourselves” (Jameson 

1991, 44) In his call for the 

“aesthetics of cognitive mapping”, 

borrowed from Kevin Lynch’s 1960 

Image of the City, he identified 

the need to layer social, economic, 

and political measures of space onto 

our accepted physical definitions 

through an emergent visual language 

that correlates “the abstract 

knowledge of global realities with 

...our daily experiences” (Holmes 

2006, 21). Through this call, he 

was a forefather in establishing 

many contemporary mapping tenants 

where data and information become a 

primary subject of cartography often 

superseding geography.

Since Jameson’s call, mapping 

has emerged as a tool utilized by 

diverse disciplines to transcend 

the increasing division between 

our nonphysical and physical 

understanding of—and participation 

within—our contemporary context. 

James Corner, as a Landscape 

Architect and designer of physical 

space, admits that “the experience 

of spatial life today is as much 

immaterial as it is physical, as 

much bound into time and relational 

connections as it is to traditional 

notions of enclosure and place.” 

(Corner 2011, 17) Today our worlds are 

increasingly defined not only by the 

spatial extents or physical obstacles 

that have historically defined these 

territories, but simultaneously by 

the non-tactile s0tocks and flows of 

larger urban processes. 

Rather than continuing to position 

the physical world hierarchically 

over the abstract systems that 

occupy it, mapping has the potential 

to link and even transform 

spatial measures of context to 

more intangible aspects including 

social, political, and economic 

based dimensions. In his book 

Visual explanations, edward Tufte 

states that “to depict relations 

between any measured quantities,...

requires replacing the maps natural 

spatial scales with abstract scales 

of measurement not based on the 

geographic analogy.” (Tufte 1997, 

15) Through alternative perspectives 

and projections, cartography can 

tackle measures beyond traditional 

geo-spatial relationships. These 

abstract measures are defined by 

different data based relationships 

and therefore orient the user 

within that context according to a 

specific set of reference points. 

As a generative and critical tool, 

mapping is often used to remove 

us from our typical reference 

points and inaugurate new insights 

and uncover potential future 

connections. Mapping is therefore a 

process of discovering common terms, 

measures, and relationships which 

enable us to position ourselves as 

individuals within our collective 

dynamic networks by revealing and 

realizing hidden potential. “The 

function of mapping is less to 

mirror reality than to engender the 

reshaping of the world in which 

people live.” (Corner 2011, 1)

Corner’s idea, however, provokes 

further dialogue concerning the 

cognitive outcomes of mapping. 

In other words, we must actively 

consider how the reduction or 

simplification inherent to 

the mapping process shifts our 

understanding of site based data. 

“Visual Language serves many of 

the same rhetorical functions as 

verbal language—for example, to 

organize information or to project 

tone or emphasize.” (Kostelnick 

and Hassett 2003, 1) Alongside 

the use of mapping as a measuring 

and translatory tool, we must 

acknowledge the rhetorical process 

embedded in the visual communication 

of data. By using mapping as 

a strategy for research, the 

rhetorical nature of the information 

is evidenced not only by what is 

learned and gained, but also by what 

is being removed from the research 

equation. Perhaps the very nature 

of design precludes the ability and 

drive for impartiality, yet that 

notion is embedded in the research 

methodologies we employ. This false 

sense of neutrality allows us to 

feel confident in the concepts 

and projections rendered in our 

mappings, often leading students 

and practitioners to use visualized 

data as “truth” or rationale for 

elevating one concept over others. 

This trend does not diminish the need 

for research. In fact, quite the 

opposite, it emphasizes the power of 

visualization as core to the research 

process. In doing so, research and 

the evaluation of that research can 

be illuminated so that designers are 

aware of mapping as both a synthetic 

and formative process.



design research	regularly
participates	in	the
redefinition	of	the	design
process	away	from	the	
stand-alone	object	and	
into	the	integrated	system.
—peter	lunenfeld,	design research
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mapping as 
a pedagogical tool

background

In their book Learning How to Learn, Joseph 

Novak and Bob Gowin identified the critical 

nature of concept maps as a formative tool in 

creating propositional knowledge for students. 

Specifically, “A map can…provide a kind of 

visual roadmap showing some of the pathways 

we might take to make meanings of concepts in 

propositions.” (Novak & Gowin 1984, 15) In The 

Theory Underlying Concept Mapping, Novak further 

explained that  “After age 3, new concept and 

propositional learning is mediated heavily 

by language, and takes place primarily by a 

reception learning process where new meanings 

are obtained by asking questions and getting 

clarification of relationships between old 

concepts and propositions and 

new concepts and propositions. 

This acquisition is mediated in a 

very important way when concrete 

experiences or props are available.” 

(Novak 2008, 3)

Both inside and outside of the 

classroom, the notion that research 

is a non-visual method and artifact 

is something that is being 

challenged across all disciplines. 

Within a linear design process, 

designers traditionally segment 

research and design methodologies 

from one another. Here, research 

is typically completed first as a 

written or text-based activity and 

then propositional designs follow. 

Through the pedagogical structure 

of a graduate research seminar we 

proposed to challenge this dichotomy. 

Fundamental to the course was the 

use of mapping as both an analytical 

and formative tool, specifically 

in understanding the intersection 

of physical and social aspects of 

place. Additionally, mapping was 

used to interrogate the relationship 

between research methods and the 

propositional nature of design. We 

proposed that the act of mapping can 

illuminate the rhetorical nature of 

data and engender conversations as 

to the conditions and prompts for 

research itself.  

To illuminate the agency that 

mapping can lend to design practices, 

students dissected several mapping-

based research projects which are 

regarded as design proposals in 

themselves due to their profound 

influence in re-shaping our 

perception and understanding of 

their landscape subjects.  These 

mapping precedents included Mathur/da 

Cunha’s Mississippi Floods: Designing 

a Shifting Landscape (2001), Alan 

Berger’s Drosscape (2007), James 

Corner’s Taking Measures Across 

the American Landscape (1996), and 

Robert Venturi, Denise Scott Brown, 

and Steve Izenour’s Learning from 

mapping	as	
a	pedagogical	tool
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Las Vegas (1977).  In studying these 

seminal works students analyzed the 

theoretical position of the author/

designer, the visual language and 

graphic composition of each map, the 

sources and methods for gathering 

data, the relative measures or 

indicators of space and time, the 

rhetorical meaning of each map,  

and the dissemination strategies  

and implications.   

In addition to precedent studies, 

students were introduced to specific 

research methods that guided 

and framed their weekly mapping 

studies. From archival research 

to participatory action research, 

the students were introduced to a 

method and then asked to employ 

that method in their strategy for 

sourcing, gathering and mapping 

data. These research methods also 

guided the content or lens through 

which students synthesized and 

visualized particular elements 

of place and context. Using this 

framework gave a structure to their 

cumulative research and prevented 

students from selecting a single 

path of research. It also encouraged 

a comparative approach to examining 

both the data and the strategies 

for mapping that data. Finally, it 

provided a structure for examining 

what and how information is displayed 

and distorted through the mapping 

process. Students were encouraged  

to query their own and others’ 

findings through bi-weekly pin-ups 

and discussions.

kAty liAng, Housing tyPologies in boylAn HeigHts

Boylan Heights House Typologies

Number of houses within square footage range

Year Property 
Built

Housing Square Footage Property Value Year Built
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Pedagogically, each method of information

gathering during this 5-week course was linked

to different cartographic techniques which

in turn generated a variety of geo-spatial,

cognitive, and phenomenological visualizations.

Students expanded their design processes

through the comparative nature of the maps and

the information that they were gathering in each

week. It was through the comparative nature of

the maps and the information that the students

were gathering in each week that their design

toolbox (and more specifically their learning

and research toolbox) expanded.

Students experienced and examined 

the technique of mapping as 

synthetic, analytical and formative. 

The maps acted as both output 

and input. each student project 

approached one question or observed 

phenomena through a variety of 

viewpoints, perspectives, and 

sources of data over the course 

of the class. Comparing distinct 

variables helped to uncover potential 

hidden patterns, associations and 

relationships that were not evident 

when looking at one element alone. 

Once compiled, their collection of 

maps rendered a complex and “thick 

description” of place as defined 

by social, cultural, physical, and 

ecological processes.  

FORMAT

the acquisition [of new 
concepts and propositions] 
is mediated in a very 
important way when concrete 
experiences or propos  
are available. 
—bob	novak	
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data types

GeOGRapHIC

development (Types / age); 

natural habitats;

infrastructure; Transportation;

Topography; hydrology

GeOpOLItICaL

Population density; economic; 

Political; education; ethnicity;

religious; Zoning

INVIsIBLe

historical Perception; expectations 

for the future; Place attachment; 

health & Well-being; identity

VIsuaLIzatIONs

OVeRLay

JuXtapOsItION

pROXIMIty

IsOLatION

sCaLe

peRspeCtIVe

sIMpLIfICatION
Through simplification 
and isolation, the design 
researcher focuses on  
a single element as an  
entry point.

sIMpLIfICatION > aNaLysIs

The initial analysis of 

multiple, simplified elements 

is compared and new theories 

begin to emerge.

aNaLysIs

In the analysis of new 

theories, the design 

researcher patterns of 

causation and correlation.

aNaLysIs > CONCeptuaLIzatION

In the comparison of 

research that is data driven 

with that of observation  

of community and culture, 

the design researcher gains 

a deeper understanding  

of perceptions.

CONCeptuaLIzatION

Through the comparison  

and knowledge of the 

community and the data,  

the design researcher draws 

propositional conclusions 

about how the research  

might be applied.

fILteR/ ReseaRCH MetHOd

HIstORICaL / Case study

evident / erased; 

collective / individual; 

Oral / Visual / Written;

recent / Past

CORReLatIONaL

Like / Unlike

Physical / non-physical

Tangential / direct

causal / correlational

Primary / secondary / Tertiary

pHeNOMeNOLOGICaL

etHNOGRapHy

emergent; evident; speculative

paRtICIpatORy / aCtION

shaped by the user / 

defined by the instrument;

active / Passive

Map types

data Maps

teMpORaL / tIMe Based Maps

PATTERN MAPS

COMPARATIVE MAPS

NaRRatIVe Maps

week 1
HIstORICaL ReseaRCH
data / tIMe Maps
IsOLatION

week 2
GeOpOLItICaL
CORReLatIONaL ReseaRCH
COMpaRIsON

week 3
GeOpOLItICaL
pHeNOMeNOLOGICaL ReseaRCH
patteRN Maps

week 4
INVIsIBLe
etHNOGRapHIC ReseaRCH
OVeRLay
NaRRatIVe Maps

week 5
paRtICIpatORy ReseaRCH
peRspeCtIVe
NaRRatIVe Map
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to depict relations between 
any measured quantities…
requires	replacing	the	
map’s	natural	spatial	scales
with	abstract	scales	of	
measurement	not	based	on	the
geographic	analogy. 
—edward	tufte	
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Southwest Raleigh is a very diverse political 

district and home to the Rex Hospital Health 

Care Complex, the North Carolina Art Museum, 

The North Carolina State Fairgrounds, NCSU 

University, the Dorothea Dix Property, Lake 

Johnson, Pullen Park, and many other cultural 

and community-based programs. It is also home 

to a range of residential neighborhoods with 

diverse demographics and real estate values. 

Despite the shared history and proximity of 

these communities and destinations, 

Southwest Raleigh as a whole lacks 

an identity or cohesiveness due 

to the physical structure of each 

community, the era in which zones 

were planned and developed, current 

and past residents, diverse economic 

and cultural heritages, market 

pressures, infrastructural access, 

adjacent land uses, etc. 

Through the research of this course 

we aimed to understand the past and 

current forces affecting change 

within the study area and offer 

insights into these individual 

communities.Students applied 

the research and visualization 

methods outlined by this course 

to individual research projects 

which contributed to the Uncovering 

Southwest Raleigh Initiative.

the	subject:	
southwest	raleigh

stuDent’s CognitiVe MAP: RAleigH As inFRAstRuCtuRAl netWoRk
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cognitive maps

As a quick introductory exercise, 

students were asked to record how 

they perceived and understood the 

city of Raleigh and the district 

of Southwest Raleigh. each student 

chose to depict different sets of 

information and to define different 

scales and extents of the city based 

on how they understood and navigated 

it. These maps were insightful as a 

survey tool and spawned a discussion 

on different orienting methods and 

their implied meanings. The 

intuitive strategies for depicting 

the city ranged from mapping the 

city as part of a regional urban 

system to recording the major 

destinations and landmarks to 

recording only the infrastructural 

paths and nodes between. 

dorothea dix, boylan heights, and 

fuller heights/caraleigh

Studied by K.Liang and J.Peeler

As three adjacent developments, 

Dorothea Dix, Boylan Heights, 

and Fuller Heights/Caraleigh 

share many geophysical and 

infrastructural characteristics, 

but as communities they have very 

different demographics, assets, 

and challenges. This study area 

is located directly south west of 

downtown Raleigh with access to 

many major roads and highways that 

connect the region.  

Dorothea Dix Hospital was the first 

anchor of this area to be developed 

in the late 1840’s and 1850’s as 

the state’s primary mental health 

institution. At one point the 

hospital grounds occupied over 2,300 

acres complete with farms, orchards, 

livestock, timber tracts, housing, 

and park grounds.  Today the 

property has shrunk to 306 acres and 

in August of 2012 the last of the 

patients were moved from Dorothea 

Dix to Central Regional Hospital in 

Butner NC. In 2012 Governor Perdue 

signed a 99-year lease with the  

City of Raleigh for the property to 

be used as a public park, but the 

stuDent’s CognitiVe MAPs: (l) Points AnD lines; (R,t) lAnDMARks; 

(R,M) DistRiCts AnD eDges; (R,l) netWoRkeD FielD
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future of this property is still 

highly debated. 

Located directly north of the 

Dorothea Dix property across Western 

Boulevard is the residential 

neighborhood Boylan Heights which 

was planned in 1907 and built out 

through the 1920’s. It is one of 

Raleigh’s earliest planned suburbs 

located on a southwest facing slope 

within walking distance of downtown. 

The neighborhood was planned with 

a variety of house types and sizes 

for different needs and income 

levels. The largest and most ornate 

homes line the main street of the 

neighborhood, Boylan Ave, followed 

by the homes on Culter and Kinsey. 

The remaining neighborhood filled 

in with modest bungalows. When the 

Great Depression hit, many white 

collar residents moved to newer 

suburbs further out and many blue-

collar residents lost their homes. 

This resulted in many of the houses 

becoming rentals and larger homes 

being subdivided into different 

apartments. This continued until  

the 1980s when the neighborhood was 

designated as a Historic District. 

Since, most of the houses have been 

restored and are predominantly owner 

occupied, escalating property values. 

The Fuller Heights and Caraleigh 

neighborhood is located directly 

east of the Dorothea Dix Property 

across Lake Wheeler Road. The 

Caraleigh neighborhood was first 

developed around 1910 by the mill 

owners and expanded to Fuller 

Heights after WWII as the mill 

experienced another boom in 

production. The neighborhood is 

predominantly late-nineteenth and 

early twentieth-century small brick 

and wood framed houses with some 

more recent infill development 

in the 1980s and 1990’s. The 

neighborhood is bound to the west by 

Lake Wheeler Road and bisected by 

Highway 401 / Highway 70 (expanded 

in the 1970s). Despite its proximity 

to downtown, the road and highway 

networks feeding into Raleigh at 

this location make it difficult  

to walk between Fuller Heights,  

the surrounding neighborhoods,  

and downtown.  

(t) noRtH CARolinA AsyluM FoR tHe insAne, noW DoRotHeA Dix CAMPus
(b_l) RAleigH, 1872 // (b_R) DoRotHeA Dix toDAy
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pullen, kirby bilyeu, 

nazareth

Studied by T.Parker and G.Falba

Pullen, Kirby Bilyeu, and Nazareth 

are all located along a 1/4 mile 

segment of Western Boulevard 

directly east of NCSU’s campus. 

Despite their proximity, these 

communities have very different 

physical characteristics and social 

demographics. This study area is 

about a mile and a half west of 

downtown Raleigh.  

The most northern of these three 

neighborhoods, Pullen, developed 

between Hillsborough Street and 

Pullen Park beginning in 1901 

with the majority of the homes 

built between 1901-1930. Currently 

this community is comprised of 

a mix of families (typically 

owner occupied units) and college 

students (typically rental units and 

fraternity houses). At the heart of 

this neighborhood is the Alexander 

Family yMCA, initially built in the 

1950’s and rebuilt in the 2000’s, 

and Brownstone Hilton Hotel. 

The Pullen Park property, which 

borders Pullen neighborhood to 

the west and south, was initially 

donated in 1887 by Richard Stanhope 

Pullen as a recreational space for 

the city. Today the 66 acre park is 

very active with baseball fields, 

tennis courts, an indoor aquatics 

center, Pullen Arts Center, Theater 

in the Park, and a family focused 

park with a train and large pond. 

Located directly across Western 

Boulevard from Pullen Park is 

the Kirby Bilyeu neighborhood. 

This small neighborhood (only 26 

residences) was initially developed 

on the site of the Bilyeu estate 

beginning in the 1920’s, but with 

the economic crash of the Great 

Depression and the building of the 

nearby city dump the development 

was not well maintained and quickly 

fell into disrepair. Beginning in 

the late 60’s, with the presence 

of influential architect and 

professor James W Fitzgibbons, this 

neighborhood became home to many 

creative people intent on making it 

into a vibrant community. 

This spirit continues today as 

highlighted by the annual Kirby 

Derby Festival.

The once thriving Nazareth 

community is located directly west 

of Kirby Bilyeu. The anchor of 

the original settlement was the 

Catholic Orphanage, built in 1899 

by Father Thomas Frederick Price, 

which provided most members of the 

community with employment until it 

closed in 1965. The community was 

predominantly African American and 

established by four brothers of 

the Pope family who purchased the 

property in the 1890’s. Since the 

orphanage’s closure, most residents 

have lost their homes or left 

the community. Today the Catholic 

Diocese of Raleigh, WRAL, and NCSU 

own the majority of the land and very 

few houses and residents remain.

(t) tHe kiRby DeRby is A stAPle in kiRby-bilyeAu
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oberlin village

Studied by M.Southard and  

J. Barghout

Oberlin Village is located about 

2 miles west of downtown Raleigh 

with Wade Avenue running near the 

northern boundary, Cameron Village 

to the east, Hillsborough Street to 

the south, and University Park to 

the west. 

Oberlin Village was Raleigh’s first 

freedman community developed after 

the Civil War on part of plantation 

owner Duncan Cameron’s property. 

When James e. Harris, former slave 

of Mr. Cameron, established Oberlin 

Village in 1866 he named it for his 

alma mater, Oberlin College in Ohio. 

The original 149 acre community 

primarily consisted of farmland 

and small houses, but quickly the 

residents built churches, schools, 

and opened businesses along Oberlin 

Road. The community was a thriving 

African American community through 

the 1950’s. Today a few of the 

community’s important institutions 

and historic homes still remain 

including Wilson Temple United 

Methodist Church (founded in 1865) 

and Oberlin Cemetery.

The Oberlin Village community has 

struggled to maintain its identity 

since Cameron Village, one of the 

country’s first strip malls, was 

built in 1949. New commercial and 

residential growth continues to 

drive up property values pushing 

many of the original residents 

out and erasing much of Oberlin 

Village’s historical landscape. 

avent-west

Studied by K.Creech and 

B.Brooks

 

Avent West is located about 3 miles 

southwest of downtown Raleigh and 

is bound by Western Boulevard to the 

north and Avent Ferry to the south 

and east. 

Developed from the 1950’s-1970’s 

as part of post-WWII suburban 

development, the Avent-West area 

has no central core and is marked 

by weak boundaries and edges. The 

area has few connecting corridors 

between its independently planned 

developments and the neighborhood 

is bisected by Interstate 440. 

Due to its proximity to NCSU, the 

neighborhood is marked by a strong 

political divide between property 

owners and renters. Avent West 

was only recently defined as a 

neighborhood by the city in the 

1990s after the area demanded a 

political voice as a single family 

neighborhood to resist the political 

and market pressures of dense 

multifamily housing.

(t) stuDents FRoM lAttA House / lAttA uniVeRsity
(b) HistoRiC obeRlin RoAD, A DiVeRse AnD VibRAnt CoMMeRCiAl DistRiCt
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method

Studied by R.Steinsberger

The Method neighborhood is located 

about 4 miles west of downtown 

Raleigh bound to the north by Beryl 

Road, to the east by Gorman Street, 

to the south by Ligon Street, and to 

the west by Interstate 440. 

Method, like Oberlin Village, 

was one of Raleigh’s freedman 

communities established after the 

Civil War. In 1872 General Cox sold 

former slaves, Jesse Mason and Isaac 

O’Kelly, 69 acres of land which they 

subdivided among their families. 

The settlement was initially known 

as save-rent or slab-town until the 

inhabitants renamed the area Mason’s 

Village. In 1890, the U.S. postal 

service built a post office and 

changed the name of the community 

to Method. In 1914, Berry O’Kelly 

opened the O’Kelly School and it 

became one of three fully accredited 

African American high schools in 

the state. Method remained a rural 

community with dirt roads and no 

water or sewer infrastructure 

through the 1950s, despite the 

city modernizing on all sides. North 

Carolina State University acquired 

the land south of Method in 1935 and 

built e.S. King Village to house 

its graduate and married student 

population in 1958. Later in the 

1960’s Raleigh annexed the Method 

neighborhood, extending basic water 

and sewer infrastructure and paving 

the streets. The O’Kelly school 

closed in 1966 after desegregation 

of the public school system. Today 

Method remains a predominantly 

African American community, but 

market forces and real estate 

development continue to pressures 

the community on all edges. 

(t) exteRioR oF tHe bARRy o’kelly sCHool in MetHoD
(b) inteRioR ClAssRooM At tHe bARRy o’kelly sCHool
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mapping	visible	
histories

archival analysis + data mapping

Readings: Mumford, Koolhaus, Corner, Tufte

Image Study: Venturi Scott Brown

To understand their neighborhoods and the people 

who occupy them, students were first tasked 

with using mapping as a synthetic gathering 

tool. As an introduction to the histories of 

their various neighborhoods, students used 

local archives, planning documents, and GIS 

based data as indicators of the built and social 

environment over time. In this initial phase, we 

encouraged the students to use a grounded theory 

approach. 

For this course’s application, 

this meant students approached the 

archival data they collected from 

a neutral position, allowing the 

data itself to reveal patterns to 

them rather than as a way to support 

initial speculations. Students 

focused on gathering and translating 

data they could access from existing 

public records—introducing them 

to traditional data gathering 

and mapping processes to build a 

foundation from which to examine 

both the neighborhoods and the 

mapping processes. Once the students 

accumulated a variety of sources and 

began to visualize the data itself, 

the conversation was directed 

towards the narrative that the map 

was illuminating and how that might 

be evaluated as accurate or biased.    

Here cognitive mapping allowed 

the students to clarify what they 

understood about the neighborhood 

and to identify where gaps in their 

information were to move forward in 

developing deeper meaning. 

The process for mapping these 

initial findings proved to be tied 

closely with the geo-spatial aspect 

of the neighborhoods. Students 

gravitated towards mapping figure 

ground, building types, population 

densities, and demographic shifts. 

Focusing on what was visible in the 

neighborhood proved to be a natural 

starting place as students could 

‘test’ the data through their own, 

simple observations.

student work

In this first week, students 

investigated a variety of visible 

data describing their neighborhoods 

through a series of geo-spatial  

data maps.



Caraleigh Mills

Dorothea Dix Hospital

Mt. Hope Cemetery

Oldest

Newest

Year Built
of current buildings
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dorothea dix, boylan heights, and 

fuller heights/caraleigh

Jennifer Peeler and Katy Liang

Jennifer and Katy explored the 

history of the Fuller Heights/

Caraleigh and Boylan Heights 

neighborhoods through analyzing the 

built fabric of the neighborhood.  

Most of the original building stock 

still exists in these neighborhoods 

making it a useful indicator 

overtime. 

(l) JenniFeR PeeleR, yeAR built oF stAnDing builDings
(R) kAty liAng, yeAR built (DARkeR = neWeR) 
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(l) tyleR PARkeR, lAnD usAge
(R) ginA FAlbA, builDing Density in neigHboRHooD

COX/KIRBY/NAZARETH
Building Density

Roman Catholic Diocese of Raleigh
City of Raleigh
State of North Carolina
Pullen Memorial Baptist Church
Hotels/Motels
YMCA
FMW Real Estate
West Morgan LLC

CBC
Residencenazareth-kirby-cox the neighborhood we studied is nested between 

downtown, institutional land and a densely populate university campus.  one of southwest 
raleigh’s major corridors rips right through the middle severing two of the residential pockets 
from the other and makes crossing over to pullen park quite dangerous.  though within walking 
distance, each neighborhood possesses its own identity within its larger context with defined 
edges and boundaries.  commercial properties threaten to undo residential density as they acquire 
more land leaving it open for further development or expanding their footprint.

Pullen Park/Cox, Kirby Bilyeu, 

Nazareth

Tyler Parker and Gina Falba

In an effort to catalog how 

these three adjacent residential 

neighborhoods are different, Tyler 

and Gina synthesized a variety of 

information from adjacent land uses, 

tree cover, building/lot 

size, year built, owner occupancy, 

demographics, etc.  This early 

study illuminated how similar the 

neighborhoods were in physical 

attributes and infrastructural 

access, pushing the students to 

focus their future research on 

indicators of the social dimensions 

of the community to uncover why they 

are so distinct.  
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(l) kARen CReeCH, Density, RentAl PRoPeRties, bounDARy AnD ACCess, essentiAl seRViCes 
(R) bRAnDon bRooks, ReCReAtionAl sPACe

history mapping

avent-west 

Karen Creech and Brandon Brooks

Karen and Brandon were challenged to 

find a starting place in identifying 

their measures of place. In this 

series of historical maps they 

illuminated the context under which 

the neighborhood (or collection of 

subdivisions) was developed.  

They found the clearest defining 

characteristic of the study area was 

its clear distinction in population 

density and owner occupancy from the 

surrounding areas.  
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mapping	observed	
phenomena

correlational research + time-series / pattern mapping

Readings: Cosgrove, Corner, Lynch, Tufte, Fry

Image Studies: Berger, Fisk

In the second week, students were introduced 

to correlational research by building on their 

original data maps through a series of observed 

conditions within the neighborhoods themselves. 

During this week students developed what we 

referred to as pattern maps where phenomena 

were identified as relational and co-variable. 

Students compared what they had learned by 

analyzing the archival data in the first week 

to what they learned through more intense 

observation of the site. 

During this process, students were 

encouraged to uncover what was 

not readily observable—patterns of 

behavior or trends of change—and 

compare that with the ‘visible’ 

data collected in the first week. 

The overlaps, discrepancies, and 

alignments across sources prompted 

discussions surrounding the validity 

of data, the motivation of different 

authors, the biased projection 

of their cartographic techniques, 

and the rhetoric of their visual 

iterations. 

This exercise instigated 

dramatically different results 

between students studying the 

same neighborhoods and from the 

students’ assumed ideas in their 

first week’s studies. In some 

cases, the data itself told a very 

visible and ‘concrete’ story, in 

other cases the site itself did 

and the data did not. Overall, the 

juxtaposition of the different 

techniques of data gathering with 

the consistency of the dissemination 

(the map) challenged the students 

to question their own methods, to 

make decisions based on what they 

began to understand more fully as 

incomplete and complex knowledge, 

and to generate decisions based 

on a quality of fit rather than a 

universal (or acontextual) solution. 

In addition, the process of mapping 

their observed phenomena with the 

data collected in the first week 

foregrounded the interpretive 

process of mapping. 

 

student work

By analyzing and correlating diverse 

types of archival and observation-

based information, students built on 

their research from the first week 

to uncover phenomena and trends of 

change through a series of pattern 

and time-based maps.
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(l) yeAR built AnD builDing tyPes
(R) tyPe oF builDings AnD sPAtiAl AReA CoMPAReD to VAlue oF lAnD

0 0.03 0.06 0.09 0.120.015
Miles

0 0.03 0.06 0.09 0.120.015
Miles

Industrial
  by year built

Institutional
  by year built

Spatial Area and Monetary Value

institutional

industrial

commercial

residential

institutional

industrial
commercial

residential

institutional

industrial
commercial

residential

institutional
industrial

commercial

residential

Percent of Neighborhood based on Building Area Percent of Neighborhood based on Land Area

Percent of Neighborhood based on Building Value Percent of Neighborhood based on Land Value

institutional #

industrial #

commercial #

residential #

2010

2000

1990

1980

1970

1960

1950

1940

1930

1920

1910

1900

0 0.03 0.06 0.09 0.120.015
Miles

0 0.03 0.06 0.09 0.120.015
Miles

Residential
  by year built

Commercial
  by year built

Year Built by Building Type

dorothea dix, boylan heights, and 

fuller heights/caraleigh

Jennifer Peeler 

Building on her first week’s 

research, Jennifer chose to 

correlate the diversity of land 

uses, land values, building values 

and years built. Through her site 

observations she noticed that 

residential, commercial, industrial 

and institutional uses crisscross 

through the Fuller Heights and 

Caraleigh neighborhoods rather than 

developing in traditional zones. To 

begin to understand why, she 

isolated the different land uses and 

sorted each property by year built, 

by building value, and by land value 

to study spatial and market value 

relationships over time.
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(t) MAPPing CHAt toPiCs on tHe AVent West list seRVe
(R) CoMPARing CHAt PARtiCiPAnts WitH geogRAPHiC loCAtion

phenomenological mapping
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avent west

Karen Kreech 

Since little visible evidence of 

the neighborhood was uncovered 

from the original historical data, 

Karen chose to look outside of 

traditional sources for evidence 

of the community. In her original 

assessment, the physical environment 

did not engender a community to 

examine, nor was there evidence 

of the potential for physical 

transformation based on observable 

criteria. Alternatively her research 

revealed an active online presence 

of the community 

that was long lived (10+ years). By 

categorizing and mapping active 

topic themes of the community  

chat group, she was able to  

reveal patterns of community 

interests, shifting beliefs and 

cycles of activities.

Karen also interrogated the 

inclusion and exclusion of segments 

of the physical neighborhood due to 

road access as well as the inclusion 

and exclusion of people due to 

invitation within the community chat 

group.  By overlaying these two 

extremely different data sets, each 

with unique measures of community, 

space, and time, she was able to 

identify co-variable attributes  

and extract alternative indicators 

of community and place. What  

emerged was a rich understanding  

of what defined and bound Avent  

West as a cohesive precinct 

within the city, in addition 

to illuminating which typical 

neighborhood-based attributes  

were absent and the challenges  

those posed for navigating Avent 

West as a territory. High Traffic Roads

Entry Roads

Secondary Roads

Tertiary Roads

Gardens
2012 Chat
Chicken Coops
Non-Owner Occupied by Deed

2012 Chat

Avent West Neighborhood Chat + Roads +Entrances Avent West Neighborhood  Non-owner occupancy + Gardens +Chat

Housing Type and Non-owner Occupancy Garden and 2012 Chat

Gardens
2012 Chat
Chicken Coops

Occupancy density and vacancy rates

Entrance thru parcels

Beltline entrance

Direct Entrance
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(l) CoMPARing Ages oF PeoPle AnD Houses in MetHoD
(R) ADJACenCies oF CoMMeRCiAl AnD ResiDentiAl builDings to MAJoR ARteRies 
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I was curious to see if there was a pattern of older people 
living in the blocks with more historic homes. I compared 
ages of people to ages of houses and found that this was not 
the case. Both older residents and people with young childern 
live in the apartments , and there is a high concentration of 
people in their early twenties living in the single family homes. 

Ages of People and Houses

Over 70

1990’s

method neighborhood

Rachel Steinsberger 

Through this series, Rachel explored 

alternative projections of the 

diverse data sets in uncovering 

patterns and relationships.  By 

re-projecting and  overlaying 

visualizations based in measures of 

time, relative distance, and change, 

she exposed the rhetorical power 

of isolating or recontextualizing 

information towards creating meaning. 
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mapping		
relationships

ethnographic research / mapping thick descriptions

Readings: Schouten & Engelhart, Madanipour, Geertz, Tufte, McMillan & Chavis

Image Studies: Minard, Corner

In the third week, students were introduced to 

ethnographic research as a way to study the 

social attributes of their study area and augment  

their previous maps with qualitative measures 

of cultural phenomena and community. Based on 

Clifford Geertz’s theories of thick description, 

during this week students were tasked with 

uncovering the social narratives behind the 

patterns and trends mapped in the previous 

week. To develop these thick descriptions of 

place, students were prompted to investigate and 

derive additional contributing measurements of 

cultural, economic, and political forces. 

Many methods of data collection 

were employed (site observation, 

interviews, surveys, etc) while 

the students embedded themselves 

in the community to uncovered the 

relationships between the social 

community and its environment.  

With these diverse measures and 

information sets, students were 

tasked with creating maps which 

offered a visual narrative of their 

communities by charting these complex 

relationships over time.  The process 

of visualizing the invisible was a 

vital part of this week’s research 

and understanding. Students were 

challenged to uncover the measures 

specific to their particular 

neighborhood and its process, as 

well as to visualize that data in 

a meaningful way which exposed the 

meta-relationships precipitating the 

data they had previously gathered.  

In the most successful cases, the 

iterative act of visualizing and 

correlating discrete data sets 

through cumulative mapping exercises 

resulted in the students imaging 

a complex matrix of community 

structure typically “unseen” and 

often unconsidered by designers.  

The cartographic studies from 

this week had two main observable 

effects. Firstly, students began to 

see more clearly what they knew and 

what they didn’t know (or needed to 

know more fully). Secondly, they 

generated stronger connections to 

the site and to what they perceived 

as the strengths and opportunities 

available for community growth and 

the interrelationships between space, 

place and culture in each of the 

neighborhoods.

student work

Building on their pattern maps 

which recorded different observed 

phenomena in the communities, 

students began to uncover the 

social dimensions of those trend by 

observing and visualizing measurable 

indicators of community and culture.  
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(l) MAPPing bus Route AnD PeRsonAl stoRies
(R) MAPPing ARtieRies AnD RoADs DeFining tHe neigHboRHooD

Moore Square

Heritage Park

The Healing Place
of Wake County

S Wilmington St Center
Homeless Shelter

Amigo!
 hugging and laughing

Que pasa....

You been to barbeque yet?

...don’t need... 
get some pollo 
and vegetables. 

Que comida tienen?

 What’d they’ve got?

Everything, hamburgers, 
hotdogs, beans...

frijoles, hamburgers

ah... si.... tienen sobras?

any left?

there were lots a guys down there, 
maybe some though.

I’m gonna fix my chicken dinner ...

 

good day
thank you

thanks
have a good one

thanks
see ya
thanks
thanks

sit down, girl, in your seat
I’m not messing

little girl starts to sing:
la la la di da la di

on phone:
I’ll be there

just got on the bus
ain’t gonna stay long though

I’ll agree, it’s nice.

whispering:
... lots of questions...

You ever been to the healing place?
its great there,

 
give you free dinner, 

once you graduate.
set you straight

Hey man! how you doin?
headed downtown for the evening?

Just to Biltmore Hills,   see my girl.
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I’ve lived in Caraleigh for 
15 years. I like it, it’s quiet 
and has history. I ride the 
bus to go to work in Cary.

I grew up here, I’m back to 
retire and help revive the 
community. I ride the bus 
to go to farmer’s market. 

dorothea dix, boylan heights, and 

fuller heights/caraleigh

Jennifer Peeler 

On Friday, June 8th and Saturday, 

June 16th Jennifer observed and 

surveyed the riders of the #21 

Caraleigh Bus. Jennifer took note of 

where riders got on and off of the 

bus and the changes in ridership 

over the course of the day. She  

also surveyed riders on whether or 

not they were permanent residents  

of the area and what they perceived 

to be defining characteristics of 

the neighborhood.  
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oberlin village

Julie Barghout 

Through this series of maps, Julie 

visualized the evolution of Oberlin 

Village in terms of change in 

the physical environment, social 

community, and economic market.  By 

visually overlaying different types 

of archival sources, from newspapers 

articles to person interviews to 

GIS data, she was able to correlate 

relationships between diverse types 

and sources of information offering 

a deeper understanding of how and 

why this neighborhood has changed 

over time.  
O
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oberlin village
1914 PRIMARY ROAD

SECONDARY ROAD

LOT LINES

“The early settlers wasted no time in developing 
their village. Among this group were brick masons, 
carpenters, and craftsmen who untertook the task
of constructing homes and churches and developing 
buisness and civic groups. They were an industrious 
and hardworking lot who cherished their freedom 
and wanted to be independent of the old plantation 
system. They wanted home ownership, a good education 
for their children, a place to worship and carry out their 
civic duties, and a wholesome environment to raise their 
families. By 1880, there were some 750 residents calling 
Oberlin home.”

oberlin
cemetery

Turner House

Wilson Temple United
Methodist Church

Hall House
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“With the opening of Cameron Village and Wade Avenue,
the Oberlin Area began to shrink quickly, from twelve
blocks along Oberlin Road in 1948 to less than half that 
today. Many of the residences are now zoned for
office use. The area is dotted with empty lots and
For Sale signs”

“I don’t want it to disappear. I’m afraid
that’s what’s going to happen. These
black families are dying out, and you
don’t see young black families coming
in.”

“The biggest threat to these two
modest neighborhoods 
(Oberlin and Method) is the 
encroachments by commercial
interests.” 

“But in the last three decades, many
have sold. Squeezed by development
and an aging population, the black 
community along Oberlin Road has shrunk
from 175 homes in 1948 to perhaps 75 families 
today.”

- Raleigh A living History of North Carolina’s
  Capital

- News and Observer ‘95

- News and Observer ‘74

- News and Observer ’83
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H I L L S B O R O U G H  S T R E E T

C A M E R O N  E S TAT E

Oberlin was described as a “village near the city of Raleigh.”
Separated from the city by several miles of woods, Oberlin Village 
used to be a rural farming area owned by Lewis W. Peck. 
Peck sold 1.75 acre lots for $80 in 1866 making lots 
available for freed African American slaves. Homes 
quickly were erected and families grew creating a 
“Close-Knit Community”, a “Freedmen’s Community”,
a “village for freedom”.   

James E. Harris, a former slave, returned to 
Raleigh in 1865 and became a prominant leader 
and one of the most famous black politicians 
North Carolina has ever had. Educated in Oberlin 
College, Ohio, an institution known for its 
anti-slavery movment, Harris lead the 
development of the area naming the rapidly 
growing community Oberlin Village, giving the 
residents a home, an identity

By 1870, Oberlin Road ran from 
Hillsborough Street all the
way north to Glenwood Avenue.  

C I T Y  WA L L

oberlin village
1865
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pullen park/cox, kirby bilyeu, 

nazareth 

Tyler Parker 

In an attempt to understand why 

these three communities had such 

different characteristics, Tyler 

researched the residents of the 

community over time in relationship 

to the development of the physical 

neighborhood. 

1912

1925

1959

1982
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josephine culpepper hedricks

steve duncan

will hooker
dr. jeana meyers

james w. fitzgibbons

aly g. khalifa

ted and kate fitzgerald

(l) WHen Houses WeRe built AnD size oF PARCels
(R) MAPPing ResiDentiAl tiMelines AnD stoRies

mr. willis lee: in an attempt to develop the bilyeu estate
 he builds two houses, 516 and 601 kirby st

29 october 1929: the stock market crashes signaling
 the beginning of the great depression

raleigh city dump built near kirby neighborhood.  mr. willis’ wife
 refuses to live in 601 kirby.  he is also unable to sell 516 kirby

bungalows built around bilyeu estate
mr. johnson builds stick frame houses 

pollards from garner, nc build 609 kirby
 street as a pure investment rental

developer rene langford begins purchasing properties

raleigh “in-fill” developer alton smith purchases former fitzgibbon
 residence and the adjacent property.  that property is demolished

 and a cheap six-plex is built to accommodate growing demand
 for student housing

location of original bilyeu estate house and barn

?

fitzgibbon’s home considered the center of
 much of raleigh’s avant garde culture

at this time 606 kirby was abandoned, seized by wake co sheriff
 because cocaine was being dealt out of the house

neighborhood association is formed in order to create a safer neighborhood and to stop “in-fill” development

neighborhood association becomes active holding regular
 meetings, publishing a newsletter, attending cac

 meetings and reactivating neighborhood watch

shanda davenport, gertrude stoutt and steve duncan are pictured in the
 news & observer along with article on neighborhood beautification

will hooker and wife dr. jeana meyers move into the
 neighborhood, having seen the newspaper

 articles and desired a real community

aly khalifa elected to be the chair of neighborhood association under the condition
 that the neighborhood host a parade, the birth of the “kirby derby”

josephine culpepper hedrick, the oldest member in the community dies at 100

the original “in-fill” property six-plex is purchased and converted into
 luxury condos, accelerating the neighborhood gentrification

the 10th annual kirby derby is held, crowds now nearing 400

another article in news & observer picturing steve duncan and ms. stoutt
 entitled “younger residents helping to resurrect tiny neighborhood”

josephine culpepper hedricks: one of the communities most colorful residents

steve duncan: neighborhood associations first chair 

will hooker: professor of permaculture at nc state

dr. jeana meyers?james w. fitzgibbons: one of founding members of school of design at nc state

aly g. khalifa: gamil design, designbox and winner of the eisenhower fellow

ted and kate fitzgerald: friends of the design/creative community

 pullen park: richard stanhope pullen donates
 farmland to be intended for the recreational

 use and pleasure of the inhabitants of raleigh,
 becoming raleigh’s first public park

nazareth orphanage constructed

chavis park opened for african americans during segregation

kirby-bilyeu this community was developed on the site of the bilyeu estate but was 
cast down during the great depression and the building of raleigh’s new city dump in the 1920s and 
until recent gentrification it remained a derelict neighborhood.  beginning in the 60s with the 
presence of influential architect james w fitzgibbons, this tiny neighborhood became the new home 
of many creative people intent on making it into a vibrant community.  an active neighborhood 
association, community pot lucks and annual parades are key features of kirby-bilyeu’s appeal. 
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kirby-bilyeu this community was developed on the site of the bilyeu estate but was 
cast down during the great depression and the building of raleigh’s new city dump in the 1920s and 
until recent gentrification it remained a derelict neighborhood.  beginning in the 60s with the 
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of many creative people intent on making it into a vibrant community.  an active neighborhood 
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neigHboRHooD gARDens, PlACeMent on PRoPeRty AnD sun PAtteRns

ethnographic mapping
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avent west

Karen Kreech

Through visual ethnographic research 

methods, Karen identified the posts 

relating to ‘plants and gardens’ 

as a particularly active area in 

the online setting and one that 

could be observed in the physical 

environment. She ascribed criteria to 

an observational study which 

linked gardening to community 

connectivity and operated as 

a measure of social structures 

initially hidden.  These criteria 

included plant types and variation, 

proximity to the sidewalk, size, 

permanence (planter box, in ground, 

pots, etc.), maintained care, and 

solar exposure. She developed her 

study further by overlaying the 

geographic location of the chat 

sessions with the location of gardens 

and long term property owners to 

illuminate patterns and links between 

her different measures and data sets 

from previous maps. In addition, 

the distance to the center of the 

‘community’ was investigated for 

further correlation between physical 

and virtual community measures of 

space and connectivity.
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Pedestrian Movement Survey

The primary objectives of this survey will be to clearly docu-
ment the current perception of Avent West’s pedestrian culture 
while also looking at its strengths and weaknesses and ways it 
can be improved. The survey will be available through three 
methods: traditional paper, secure internet website, or an app 
for mobile devices and handheld tablets. The end result will be 
an online database in which the members of Avent West can 
log in to view current data on their neighborhood, add various 
forms of information, and also search for di�erent topics of 
interest. The database will be connected to the City of Raleigh 
as a means of keeping the local government up to date on the 
needs and requests of the neighborhood of Avent West. 
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Pedestrian Street Activity

Which statement(s) below best describe you and/or your family? 

In your community or neighborhood, which best describes the types of 
recreational paths available?

For the map below, please indicate your primary walking/jogging path 
of travel as well as your general starting and stopping points. Feel free 
to also indicate any areas of concerns in the neighborhood. 

Recreational walker (less than 2 times per week, but enjoy it for recreation or exercise 

Frequent walker (2 or more times per week, for exercise or recreational purposes)

Frequent runner/jogger (more than 2 times per week)

Recreational runner/jogger (2 times or less per week)

If the paths or lanes in your area were enhanced, would you:
Walk more often?

Walk farther?

Encourage your children to walk to school?

In neighborhood, are the paths that currently exist adequate? If not, how 
should they be enhanced?

Yes, they are adequate.

No, I'd like to see changes or additional paths/lanes.

If you walk between neighborhoods or communities, are the routes
connecting the areas in which you bike or walk adequate?

Yes, they are adequate.

No, I'd like to see changes or additional paths/lanes.

What changes or enhancements would you like to see?

What changes or enhancements would you like to see?

I seldom go out walking

Dog walker (2 or more times per week, in order to exercise the family pet)

Multi-use paths that allow cyclists and walkers

Walking paths or standard sidewalks

We do not have paths or bike lanes

Avent West Neighborhood Study
Pedestrian Movement Survey

Avent West
As a community primarily consist-
ing of single family homes, marjor-
ity homeowners, and an age de-
mographic which caters more to 
the “mature” crowd, Avent West is a 
neighborhood holding tight to its 
own personal identity regardless of 
the more recent developments it is 
surrounded by. Although a very 
quiet and tranquil community, 
there is a percentage of the popu-
lation which regularly partake in 
casual walks around the block with 
neighbors as well as the late 
afternoon/evening jog just to stay 
in shape. Understanding the im-
portance of safety to the pedes-
trian, it is critical to begin assessing 
the issues (if any) in regards to 
roads, sidewalks, and the future of 
a pedestrian infrastructure.

Sample Surveys Online Database

avent west

Brandon Brooks 

Brandon looked to recreational spaces 

as an indicator of community in Avent 

West.  He found that the district 

of Avent Wests holds a high number 

of private pools and other private 

recreational spaces, while the 

surrounding neighborhood has mostly 

shared semi-private or public 

recreational spaces. On initial 

review this indicated a weak public 

sphere for the neighborhood, but to 

further uncover the relationship 

between recreation, public space,  

and community Brandon devised another 

measure he could observe:pedestrian 

movement throughout Avent West.  

Brandon took note of different levels 

of activity, time of day, type of 

activity, numbers of people, etc. He 

then devised a survey which polled 

the residents of the community who 

were out exercising about how often 

they walked or jogged, their opinions 

of the pedestrian infrastructure, and

interactions with others. Through 

this survey, he ultimately concluded 

that underneath Avent West’s 

fractured and isolated physical 

fabric, the neighborhood was quite 

active as a community.  

obseRVing tHe WHole oF AVent West—PARCel tyPes AnD MoVeMent
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mapping	as		
participatory	tool

participatory action research + map as survey instrument

Readings: Lima, Putnam, Riegnets et. al., Sanoff, Cahill

Image Studies: Yellow Arrow, Taxi_onomy, Lynch, Halprin

After extensive data-based and observational-

based research, students were then challenged 

to engage the community’s perception and 

understanding of those systems through the 

design and implementation of a map which acted 

as a culture probe. The responses gathered by 

the culture probes challenged the maps they had 

previously created against the mental maps and 

models of those who lived and engaged deeply in 

the neighborhoods. Students used the process of 

mapping as a survey tool for gathering diverse 

perspectives in a non-mapping environment that 

they then in turn translated into a visual form. 

Through this process, students 

used mapping as both a gathering 

and dissemination tool. Students 

designed generative and evolving 

maps that could gather information 

and stories on a number of levels—

from earmarking where people felt 

at home, to demonstrating how they 

enacted this feeling. Using mapping 

as a mediating tool pushed their 

understanding of the decisions 

and ideas previously put forth in 

their research and visualization 

processes. The map became a 

communication tool for the probe 

or survey—a baseline or benchmark 

through which to communicate and 

extend understanding between 

students and community members.

The outcomes from this week were 

perhaps the most profound because of 

the authenticity ascribed to primary 

source data gathering.  Additionally, 

students in this phase had to reverse 

the process that they had previously 

been engaging in with their maps by 

focusing on the creation of open-

ended maps that would change and 

evolve as more perspectives were 

engaged. This approach foregrounded 

the ever-changing and subjective 

nature that mapping can take.

student work

In this week mappings, students 

engaged the perception of the 

community through maps which operated 

as surveying tools and visualizations 

of multiple perspectives.  
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COX-ASHE
Front Yards, Porches, & One-Word Description

Patio

Front Yard

Well Kept

Well Kept

FurnitureResidents of the Cox-Ashe neighborhood feel very strongly about their neighborhood.
This neighborhood was the most accessible in terms of getting people to talk about
their community, and most people had a lot to say about what it means to them to live
here.  Strong community leaders help to promote a sense of pride and a neighborly
presence.  Many have concerns about how the new commercial development currently
under construction will affect their community.

dorothea dix, boylan heights, and 

fuller heights/caraleigh 

Katy Liang

Katy designed a map-based survey 

instrument which recorded the 

resident’s perceived boundaries 

of their neighborhood.  She then 

overlaid these edges with one another 

and the area that the city formally 

defined as the neighborhood.  

Gina Falba

To capture the character of each 

community in her study area, 

Gina surveyed  the residents for 

words they would use to describe 

their neighborhood and correlated 

those descriptions with her own 

observations of the public or 

communal space in the neighborhood.   

In her visualization of this 

information she overlayed the 

resident’s word over their home and 

highlighted the front porches, patios, 

outdoor furniture and their upkeep as 

indicators of the social community in 

the physical environment.  

pullen park/cox, kirby bilyeu, nazareth

Average age: 1946
Average Price: $164,436
Average Sq Footage: 966 sq ft
Typical Housing Style:
Mill House
single story
with some expanded personal space, 
usually a porch

YEAR HOUSES 
BUILT

1901

2012

Average age: 1956
Average Price: $154, 464
Average Sq Footage: 936 sq ft
Typical Housing Style:
Mill House
Single story
with little to no personal outdoor space

YEAR HOUSES 
BUILT

1901

2012

Average age: 1924
Average Price: $ 448,171
Average Sq Footage: 1496 sq ft
Typical Housing Style:
Craftsmen
single story
with large outdoor space, usually porch

YEAR HOUSES 
BUILT

1901

2012

BOYLAN HEIGHTS FULLER HEIGHTS CARALEIGH

HOUSING TYPOLOGIES
 I started looking at the houses in each neighborhood and how they related to each 
other as well as how they related between neighborhoods. I identified a ‘typical’ housing 
typology in each neighborhood as well as the average age, price and square footage.
 In comparing the neighborhoods, the houses in Boylan Heights are larger, older and 
more expensive than those of Fuller Heights and Caraleigh. The houses in Fuller Heights 
are mostly from the mid 1900’s they are mostly rental properties and they are small mill 
style houses. Finally in Caraleigh the houses are mostly similar in size to those of Fuller 
Heights, they are a mix of owner occupied and rentals. 

Square Footage Square Footage Square Footage

Property Value Property Value Property Value

Year Built Year Built Year Built

CARALEIGH MILL TIMELINE

Boylan Heights

Fuller Heights

Caraleigh

PERCIEVED BOUNDARIES
BOYLAN HEIGHTS

	 In	Boylan	Heights	the	community	was	relatively	well	connected,	
and	frequently	walked	around	the	neighborhoods	and	communicated	
with	their	neighbors.	Of	all	the	neighborhoods	surveyed	the	people	in	
Boylan	Heights	percieved	boundaries	were	closest	to	those	boundar-
ies	determined	by	the	city	which	I	believe	is	because	of	the	outdoor	
spaces	that	the	houses	have,	people	tended	to	be	oudoors	more	which	
promoted	interaction.	

City Boundary

Surveyed House 1

Surveyed House 2

Surveyed House 3

For	the	survey	I	was	interested	where	
people	percieve	their	boundaries	as	well	
as	how	well	they	know	their	neighbors;	
how	strong	the	community	relationship	
is.	I	was	also	interested	in	if	the	people	
in	the	neighborhoods	that	surround	the	
Dorothea	Dix	Hispital	grounds	know	of	
the	plans	to	potentially	redevelop	it	into	
a	park.	Many	of	them	had	heard	rumors,	
and	all	of	them	believed	that	the	rede-
velopment	would	greatly	improve	the	
neighborhood	and	provided	some	needed	
space	for	the	community	to	go	to	gather.	
 

The	first	person	I	talked	to	has	lived	in	her	home	since	1981,	she	
was	very	knowledgable	about	the	history	of	the	
neighborhood.	

What problems do you see in your neighborhood?
The	houses	are	too	expensive,	so	young	couples	can	afford	to	live	
in	the	neighbohood.

Do you know about the plans to redevelop Dorothea Dix Hospital?
Yes

What do you think the redevelopment plan will do for your 
neighborhood?
Yes,	it	will	provide	more	space	for	people	to	go	hang	out	in.	

The	second	person	I	talked	to	has	lived	in	her	home	since	2004,	
she	was	very	involved	in	the	community.	

What problems do you see in your neighborhood?
Traffic	and	speeding.	People	cut	through	to	get	to	Western	and	
drive	much	too	fast,	animals	have	already	gotten	hit	and	kids	play	
in	the	streets.

Do you know about the plans to redevelop Dorothea Dix Hospital?
Yes

What do you think the redevelopment plan will do for your 
neighborhood?
Create	more	public	space,	but	crossing	Western	will	be	a	problem.	

The	last	person	I	talked	to	was	a	renter	and	has	lived	in	her	home	
since	2010.	She	really	liked	the	access	the	neighborhood	has	to	
downtown	Raleigh.

What problems do you see in your neighborhood?
There	are	a	few	houses	that	are	in	disrepair,	and	the	neighbor-
hood	tries	to	get	the	people	evicted	every	year.	

Do you know about the plans to redevelop Dorothea Dix Hospital?
A	little	

What do you think the redevelopment plan will do for your 
neighborhood?
Provide	more	space	for	people	to	go	gather.	

PERCIEVED BOUNDARIES 
CARALEIGH

	 In	Caraleigh	there	was	a	division	in	the	neighborhood	caused	by	
S.	Saunders	st	running	through	the	middle	of	the	neighborhood.	On	
the	west	side	people	wanted	more	public	spaces	and	the	houses	were	
a	bit	more	run	down.	On	the	east	side	the	people	were	mostly	older	
and	had	lived	there	for	quite	a	while;	the	houses	were	more	well	kept	
than	those	on	the	west	side.	The	boundaries	mentioned	by	those	in	
Caraleigh	differed	on	the	east	and	west.	The	person	I	surveyed	on	the	
east	side	determined	the	neighborhood	boundary	by	those	that	she	
knew,	while	the	woman	on	the	west	determined	it	by	the	connection	
of	major	roads.	

City Boundary

Surveyed House 1

Surveyed House 2

Surveyed House 3

For	the	survey	I	was	interested	where	
people	percieve	their	boundaries	as	well	
as	how	well	they	know	their	neighbors;	
how	strong	the	community	relationship	
is.	I	was	also	interested	in	if	the	people	
in	the	neighborhoods	that	surround	the	
Dorothea	Dix	Hispital	grounds	know	of	
the	plans	to	potentially	redevelop	it	into	
a	park.	Many	of	them	had	heard	rumors,	
and	all	of	them	believed	that	the	rede-
velopment	would	greatly	improve	the	
neighborhood	and	provided	some	needed	
space	for	the	community	to	go	to	gather.	
 

The	second	person	in	Caraleigh	that	I	talked	to	has	lived	there	
since	1989,	she	was	very	knowledgeable	about	future	
neighborhood	plans.	

What problems do you see in your neighborhood?
Lots	of	students	in	the	area,	sometimes	gets	noisy	not	from	South	
Saunders	but	from	student	parties.	The	traffic	is	a	problem	too,	
people	use	the	neighborhood	for	a	cut	through	to	get	to	Fayetville	
St.

Do you know about the plans to redevelop Dorothea Dix Hospital?
Yes

What do you think the redevelopment plan will do for your 
neighborhood?
Its	close		enough	to	provde	a	gathering	space,	so	hopefully	
improve	it.

The	first	resident	I	talked	to	in	Caraleigh,	she	has	lived	in	the	
neighborhood	since	2009	and	was	very	enthusiastic	about
	improving	the	state	of	the	area.	

What problems do you see in your neighborhood?
It	needs	more	public	spaces,	maybe	a	community	garden.	More	
parking	so	people	don’t	have	to	park	in	their	yards,	better	
access	to	other	area	of	Raleigh	since	most	people	don’t	have	cars.	
It	would	help	if	the	buses	run	more.	Need	more	convenience	
stores	so	that	people	can	walk	to	get	things.

Do you know about the plans to redevelop Dorothea Dix Hospital?
Yes

What do you think the redevelopment plan will do for your 
neighborhood?
Give	people	the	public	space	that	they	need,	a	place	to	gather.	

PERCIEVED BOUNDARIES 
FULLER HEIGHTS

 
 In Fuller Heights there is a lack of public space in the neigh-
borhood, other than the streets there is little space to gather, and 
both of the individuals surveyed believed that the redevelopment of 
Dorothea Dix will provide a much needed place for people to gather. 
The boundaries that the people in Fuller Heights seemed to be more 
based on their access to the neighborhood and less based on the 
neighbors that they knew. 

City Boundary

Surveyed House 1

Surveyed House 2

Surveyed House 3

The first person I interviewed in Fuller heights had lived  there 
since 2000, she was enthusiastic about change, but unsure about 
what would help. 

What problems do you see in your neighborhood?
Drugs, there are at last three house on my street that sell drugs. 
Most have been raided but start selling again. 

Do you know about the plans to redevelop Dorothea Dix Hospital?
Yes

What do you think the redevelopment plan will do for your 
neighborhood?
I hope it will help, it would definitely provide a place to gather. 

For the survey I was interested where 
people percieve their boundaries as well 
as how well they know their neighbors; 
how strong the community relationship 
is. I was also interested in if the people 
in the neighborhoods that surround the 
Dorothea Dix Hispital grounds know of 
the plans to potentially redevelop it into 
a park. Many of them had heard rumors, 
and all of them believed that the rede-
velopment would greatly improve the 
neighborhood and provided some needed 
space for the community to go to gather. 
 

The second person I interviewed had lived in the area since 2001. 
He believed that the neighborhood would improve despite any 
current problems. 

What problems do you see in your neighborhood?
Drugs, I know that people in the neighborhood sell drugs.

Do you know about the plans to redevelop Dorothea Dix Hospital?
A little.

What do you think the redevelopment plan will do for your 
neighborhood?
Hopefully help improve it. It will provide people with a gathering 
space, somewhere to go instead of hanging out in the streets.

HOUSE SQUARE 
FOOTAGE

500 SQFT

10,000 SQFT

HISTORICAL MAPS

	 For	the	initial	research	maps	I	wanted	to	look	into	the	foundation	of	the	
neighborhoods.	I	wanted	to	know	how	old	the	houses	are	,	how	long	they	had	been	
there	and	what	consition	they	are	in;	how	large	they	are	which	also	speaks	to	when	
hey	were	built;	in	Fuller	Heights	and	Caraleigh	the	houses	are	relatively	old	and	are	
mostly	old	Mill	houses.	The	final	historical	map	that	I	was	interested	in	was	the	
property	value	which	ultimately	I	wanted	to	compare	to	the	age	of	the	houses	to	see	
if	there	was	any	correlation	between	the	two	

YEAR HOUSES 
BUILT

1901

2012

PROPERTY VALUE
$50,000

$850,000+

(l) PeRCeiVeD neigHboRHooD bounDARies
(R) CoMMunity DesCRiPtions AnD MeAsuRes oF tHe PubliC sHeRe
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oberlin village

Michael Southard 

Through this abstract map of the 

neighborhood, Michael recorded his 

own perception of where Oberlin 

Village “remained”, where the 

sidewalks and street where well 

maintained, and how welcome or safe 

he felt in walking through the 

neighborhood.  

The area certainly has a lot of charm. It would be nice if 
the students could experince the history instead of be 
afraid of [the neighborhood].

Public housing is necessary, but there 
needs to be a  sense of ownership.

“There is a beautiful arboretum, 
but, other than that there isnt 
anything significant in Method, 
just low-income housing.”

“There was an Indian wedding 
at the community center, it 
went on for like five days. It 
was just beautiful.”

Method is one of the most 
diverse neighborhoods in Raleigh, 
I really do beleive that. 

“It’s the houses that really 
make up Method.”

“I know the Lebanese 
Society meets at the 
O’Kelly building.”

I’m new to Method, so I don’t 
know a lot, but it definately 
starts at the train tracks.

“Yes, Beryl road is part of Method. A few years 
ago the business owners did a beautification 
project and planted ornimental trees.”

This is my mom’s [garden] plot 
here, and mine is over there.

“The soccer field brings a 
lot of people into the 
neighborhood.”

“Well, the churches are 
the landmarks.”

The churches are the 
landmarks, the mosque too. 

We work with the 
Mosque on a lot of 
thngs, like our annual 
health fair, we have 
500-800 people 
come through.

method neighborhood

Rachel Steinsberger           

Rachel conducted  a number of 

different field studies which 

contributed to these maps including 

observations of where people gathered 

and interviews of people she met 

while in the neighborhood. These 

studies provided a socio-cultural 

layer to her geospatial maps that 

augment the physical environment 

with personal memories and accounts 

of places and events.  These extra 

layers of information reinforced 

the character of the neighborhood’s  

clear but distinctly different edges 

and uncovered the communities active 

historic core. 

(l) PeRsonAl MeMoRies oF PlACes AnD eVents
(R) CuRRent ConDitions AnD PeRCeiVAble HistoRies
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oberlin village

Julie Barghout 

In an effort to survey residents 

of Oberlin Village, Julie choose to 

distribute her survey at the corner 

deli which draws long term residents, 

newcomers, and passer bys.  The 

historic deli is known as the “corner 

store” and it still stands in its 

original location. Fifteen individuals

filled out a survey with basic 

questions relevant to Oberlin 

Village. The results of the survey 

show that returning customers not 

only return to the Deli for good 

food and service, but because they 

have a deep relationship with the 

owner or because they used to 

live in Oberlin Village and have 

fond memories of the corner store. 

Observing and recording variations 

in housing types and renovations as 

an additional measure of change over 

time in Oberlin Village, she narrowed 

down the architectural fabric of the 

neighborhood to three types of homes 

that still exist today. These maps 

illustrate the dramatic decline of  

the original built fabric. These 

visual studies show marked evidence  

of the neighborhoods social and 

economic transition through the 

recording of its architectural  

style and orientations.
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mapping	futures

Through the course, students were 

consistently asked to explain, 

justify and consider what they 

were representing, why they were 

representing it, and what they 

thought their images were saying or 

explaining about the neighborhood 

and community. Through the mapping 

research process, students  formed 

a deep, thoughtful and rigorous 

understading of the area. Possibly 

more importantly, students began to 

‘see’ things in the neighborhoods 

that were not readily visible, 

with the potential to greatly 

affect the formative decisions that 

designers must make through their 

interventions. 

Avent West

Karen isolated the community based 

services mentioned in the Avent 

West list serve and located them in 

relationship to the neighborhood.  

This series of maps illustrate the 

daily operating territory of the 

community extending far beyond its 

defined boundary due to the lack of 

services within or directly adjacent 

to the neighborhood.  

These maps illuminate the 

motivations for future planning 

which considers the development  

of multi-use nodes rather than 

isolated residential communities.
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Service is another pattern of interest from the 
chat group. This begins to break through the 
edges and boundary of the neighborhood and 
engage the exterior Southwest Raleigh com-
munity. Many chats referenced using someone  
“local.”  The participatory mapping portion of 
connecting the dots was an exercise to 
discover the realm and reach of local for a 
small sampling of residents from Avent West 
by mapping common trips/ammenities such as 
the grocery stores, retail shopping, dining, 
entertainment, dry cleaners, distance to work 
and auto repairs just to name a few.. 
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chat group. This begins to break through the 
edges and boundary of the neighborhood and 
engage the exterior Southwest Raleigh com-
munity. Many chats referenced using someone  
“local.”  The participatory mapping portion of 
connecting the dots was an exercise to 
discover the realm and reach of local for a 
small sampling of residents from Avent West 
by mapping common trips/ammenities such as 
the grocery stores, retail shopping, dining, 
entertainment, dry cleaners, distance to work 
and auto repairs just to name a few.. 
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